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fOrMatIOn Of MOtIVatIOnal MechanIsM In strategIc 
ManageMent Of a DIVersIfIeD enterprIse

The successful functioning of a diversified enterprise requires a wellorganized team of workers and wellchosen business 
structures for cooperation and integration to provide balanced and effective development of its business units aimed at the maxi
mum satisfaction of its own interests and achievement of the general goal of the enterprise functioning. The establishment and 
support of such relations depend significantly on the effective motivational activities both for the enterprise employees (internal 
ones) and its partners (external ones). At the same time, the intensity of the motivational activities for different business entities 
depends on the level of their possible influence on the efficiency of the corresponding business entity performance, the level of 
coordination and optimality of mutual relations between these business entities, and success of the strategic development of the 
whole diversified enterprise. That is, the motivational activities for different influence groups are different depending on the enter
prise mission, the focus of its longterm goals, the chosen strategic way of the development, and others.

purpose. Consequently, the objective of this article is to elaborate theoretical and methodical recommendations regarding the 
formation of the complex motivational mechanism of the diversified enterprise by grounding and selection of a motivational system 
for each influence group attractive for it at a certain point of time (employees, consumers, opponents, and suppliers).

Methodology. To achieve the set objective, the research of this work is conducted using the methods of generalization, abstrac
tion, analysis, synthesis, and situational modeling. The calculation of the efficiency of the proposed activities of the complex mo
tivational mechanism is conducted using the methods of factor analysis, effective competition theory, and integral method.

findings. The research conducted resulted in the definition of the structure of complex motivational mechanism of the diversi
fied enterprise, description of the features of its external and internal constituents, and formation of the influence groups for each 
constituent. Possible ways of the combination of important for the enterprise influence groups are formed and of the main condi
tions for their use are presented depending on the selected general strategy of the enterprise development.

Originality. The novelty of this article involves theoretical and practical recommendations for the formation, implementation, 
and realization of the activities of the complex motivational mechanism for the diversified enterprise.

practical value. The activities of the complex motivational mechanism for the JV SpherosElectron Ltd. have been developed. 
The key elements of the formation and the methods of realization of the motivational systems for different influence groups of the 
enterprise under study have been described. The efficiency of the proposed activities has been calculated which proves their effec
tiveness, soundness of the development, and necessity of realization.

Keywords: influence groups; diversified enterprise; complex motivational mechanism; type of motivational system

Introduction. Considering the modern conditions of the 
world economic development, the enterprise success requires 
the implementation of the improved systems of strategic man
agement the efficiency of which significantly depends on a 
wellformed team of workers. At the same time, to achieve the 
desired success of a company, the formed team and each 
member particularly must use their potential to the full (com
petence, skills, creativity, and so on) aimed at the achievement 
of the general goals of the enterprise performance via effective 
fulfillment of the strategy of its development. It can be achieved 
by implementing the effective internal motivational activities 
since low wage level and its late payment lead to the decrease 
in the professional and qualification level of the employees, 
their moral and creative potential, which further affects the 
implementation of new technologies, production reorganiza
tion, and production of competitive goods.

Besides, the high level of competition in all spheres of the 
enterprise performance requires the effective selection of both 
interested in cooperation employees and important for its 
functioning strategic partners, which can be achieved through 
the use of the corresponding motivational tools for their stim
ulation for cooperation. For example, the efficiency of the en
terprise performance is significantly influenced by the timeli
ness, accuracy, specificity of raw materials supply that requires 
the selection and keeping of the preferred supplier. Such busi
ness entities as suppliers, consumers, opponents, or possible 
partners are the external side of the general motivational sys
tem of the enterprise.

The formation of the external motivational system is par
ticularly important for the diversified enterprises since in 
course of their performance they cooperate with different en
terprises that depending on the goal of attraction can have a 
different level of influence (better competitive position in the 
domestic market, entry into international markets, drop in 
prices for raw materials, and others) on the development of the 
diversified enterprise or its business units, which, in this re
spect, arouses among the authorities of the diversified enter
prises interest in and demand for their attraction. Therefore, 
according to the chosen general way of the diversified enter
prise development and the goal of its performance, the rela
tions with different enterprises or their structural units will be 
different. For example, the cooperation with an enterprise to 
gain access to some resources for a limited period (when raw 
materials are needed) and to attract these enterprises in the 
form of a new business unit or the constituent of the existent 
business unit for a longterm perspective will require different 
efforts to persuade the partners to cooperate. That is, the ex
ternal motivational mechanism of the diversified enterprise is 
a complex of the motivational systems for different influence 
groups affecting its development. Herewith, the employees 
form a separate influence group.

Thus, the issue of the diversified enterprise’s complex mo
tivational mechanism formation requires further, more de
tailed study.

literature review. Many local and foreign scientists pay at
tention to the motivation issues; in particular, they:

 offered motivational systems of material incentives of 
employees that take into account individual bonus indicators 
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[1], measures of the improvement of the labour payment orga
nization at the modern enterprise [2], awarding specialists and 
authorities on the basis of assessing their work results [3], and 
the system of motivation based on the innovative system of la
bour payment [4];

 considered different types of nonmaterial (moral) ways 
of motivation [5, 6], models of the motivational system for the 
enterprise employees aimed at their development, provision of 
a comfortable production environment, and realization of la
bour potential, formation and support of the motivational cli
mate in organization [7, 8], and ideal and instructional meth
ods [9]. Some motivational systems take into account both an 
employee’s direct contribution to the enterprise performance 
and their personal values that provide the achievement of the 
enterprise goals [10];

 offered the systems of complex motivation that can con
sist of social and economic and social and psychological pro
cesses and combine the interests of an employee and the au
thorities [11], combine the methods of moral and material 
stimulation [12] or have limited orientation represented 
through a systematic approach to the stimulation of the man
agement personnel activity [13], or divide motivation into in
ternal and external believing that the external one is created by 
incentives and situational factors and the internal one is cre
ated by motives, needs, and interests [14].

The scientists also bring out new approaches to the moti
vation of the employees that imply the improvement of the 
motivational system: based on the key indicators of an enter
prise development efficiency [15]; based on the formation of 
the motivational mechanism of the enterprise strategic man
agement that combines four constituents of such mechanism 
(personnel, financial, marketing, and material support) and 
takes into account the number of motivators and demotivators 
the analysis and assessment of which allow managing the pro
cess of MMSEM at each stage of realization of the enterprise’s 
selected strategy [16].

However, all the proposed motivational activities are fo
cused on the enterprise employees, while the motivational ac
tivities focused on the interested consumers, opponents, exter
nal partners whose effective activity is no less important for 
successful development of the diversified enterprise in the stra
tegic perspective are out of the scientists’ attention. Thus, mo
tivation should be applied in all spheres of the enterprise per
formance where the human factor takes place, which leads to 
the necessity of the complex motivational system formation 
which would include both internal and external potential zones 
of influence on the development of the diversified enterprise.

purpose. The objective of this research is to elaborate the
oretical and methodical and practical recommendations for 
the formation of the complex motivational mechanism of the 
enterprise by way of grounding and selection of the motiva
tional system for each influence group attractive for it at a cer
tain point of time.

Research goals are:
 to define and characterize the constituents of the com

plex motivational mechanism;
 to offer variants (types) of the motivational system de

pending on the influence groups they are meant for within 
each constituent of the complex motivational mechanism and 
conditions of their application;

 to form activities for the complex motivational mecha
nism of the diversified enterprise and calculate their efficiency.

Methods. The application of the methods of analysis, syn
thesis, situational modelling, and generalization allowed us to 
define the constituents of the complex motivational mecha
nism, outline the main influence groups for each constituent, 
form the possible variants of the relation between different in
fluence groups that formed the basis and promoted the forma
tion of the complex motivational systems types.

The method of abstraction allowed us to form the condi
tions of implementation of different types of the complex mo

tivational mechanism according to the selected general strate
gy of the diversified enterprise development under the condi
tions of growth.

The methods of factor analysis allowed us to calculate the 
level of efficiency and business activity of JV SpherosElectron 
Ltd. before and after possible realization of the proposed ac
tivities of the complex motivational mechanism.

The integral method allowed us to calculate the level of 
conformity of the formed activities of the complex motivation
al mechanism with the planned indicators of the enterprise 
performance.

The method of effective competition theory allowed us to 
define the effect of realization of complex motivational mech
anism activities of JV SpherosElectron Ltd. on the enterprise 
competitiveness.

results. The complex motivational mechanism consists of 
the external and internal constituents each comprising the 
motivational systems for particular influence groups that are 
part of the corresponding constituent. Herewith, the influence 
groups can be defined by different classification features: loca
tion (external or internal); interaction variants (cooperation, 
integration, or partnership); level of influence (intensive, 
moderate, or low); enterprise interest (significant, moderate, 
or low), and others.

In this article, we study the influence groups depending on 
their location and, consequently, form the motivational sys
tems for employees, consumers, opponents, and suppliers.

Thus, the basis of the complex motivational system of a 
particular enterprise at a particular point of time depending on 
its type of performance and selected by its strategy of further 
development will be one of the possible variants of relations 
between the elements of each system that will consist of differ
ent influence groups: Suppliers – employees; Suppliers – cli
ents; Employees – clients; Suppliers – employees – clients; 
Opponents – employees; Opponents – clients; Opponents – 
suppliers; Opponents – suppliers – clients; Opponents – sup
pliers – clients – employees; Opponents – employees – cli
ents; Opponents – employees – suppliers.

The volume of the motivational activities for a particular 
group will depend on the level of their possible influence on 
the performance of the diversified enterprise or its business 
units and the necessity of their attraction for the effective de
velopment of this enterprise in the strategic period. The fea
tures of each type of the motivational systems for different in
fluence groups are presented in Table 1.

Table 1 shows that each type of the motivational system 
has its pros and cons, however, each of them is valuable for the 
enterprise at a particular point of time when the corresponding 
influence groups are interested in cooperation with the diversi
fied enterprise.

Joint Ukrainian and German enterprise SpherosElectron 
Ltd. was chosen for the formation of the complex motivational 
mechanism. The German founder of the enterprise is Spheros 
GmbH firm known as Webasto Bus GmbH and the Ukrainian 
founder of the enterprise is PJSC ConcernElectron.

SpherosElectron offers air and fluid heaters of different 
types used in motorcars and trucks, buses, agricultural, mili
tary, and special vehicles, yachts and boats, conditioners for 
different types of automotive vehicles, installation of “Webas
to” ventipanes, and service maintenance of its products [17].

The abovementioned enterprise was chosen based on its 
proper conditions for the formation and implementation of 
the complex motivational mechanism activities, in particular:

 it is a diversified enterprise that combines industrial, sci
entific and manufacturing, trade and service, and financial 
structures;

 JV SpherosElectron Ltd. has a wellorganized personnel 
policy that promotes the development of employees profes
sional training;

 a significant share of expenses on goods production (over 
63 % in 2017 and 55.3 % in 2018) covers the expenses on the 
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Table 1
Features of Complex Motivational Mechanism Types

Complex
motivational 
mechanism 

type

CMM
constituents

Pros of application of a particular type of the 
complex motivational mechanism 

Cons of a particular type of the
complex motivational mechanism

Possible strategies of 
the enterprise where 

it is reasonable to 
implement a 

 particular type of the 
CMM

External 
vertically
oriented 

Suppliers –
Clients

Wellestablished relations with consumers, 
large sales network that grows constantly, 
decrease in goods cost by means of discounts 
on raw materials, materials, and accessory 
parts

Enterprise personnel have no motivation 
to work, low work efficiency, fast 
personnel turnover, and low quality of 
labour resources 

Strengthening of 
positions on the 
market 

Raw 
materials
oriented

Suppliers –
Employees

High level of labour resources and 
realization of labour potential, decrease in 
goods cost by means of discounts on raw 
materials, materials, and accessory parts 

No development of sales network, thus 
the enterprise stagnation in terms of its 
performance development via the 
production of additional existent or new 
goods

Backward vertical
integration 
(backward)

Consumer
oriented

Employees –
Clients

Expansion of sales network and 
 improvement of the enterprise reputation, 
high work efficiency

Income increase is achieved only by 
means of increasing the volume of 
produced goods and depletion of labour 
resources, no planning of income growth 
by means of goods cost decrease 

Forward
vertical
integration (forward)

General
vertically
oriented 

Suppliers –
Clients –
Employees

Increase in the enterprise performance 
efficiency is achieved by means of decrease 
in goods cost, expansion of sales network, 
and improvement of labour resources usage 

Includes time and funds consumption 
for the development, implementation, 
and control over the complex 
 motivational system realization 

Full vertical 
integration

Horizontally
oriented 

Opponents –
Employees

Effective improvement of the enterprise’s 
internal processes, the possibility of their 
optimization, improvement of goods quality 
or new goods production, access to 
innovations, and so on 

Disregard of the process of the goods 
final cost setting, avoidance of the 
possibility of application of external 
factors for expenses decrease,
omission of raw materials strong features 

Horizontal 
integration

Market
oriented

Opponents –
Clients

Improvement of positions in the market, 
coverage of its biggest part, or entry into new 
markets by means of additional possibilities 
of opponents. Access to some types of raw 
materials or its lower cost since opponents 
can act as suppliers of accessory parts as well

Disregard of the enterprise employees, 
consequently, if the internal  motivational 
system was not wellformed up to this 
moment, such combination can lead to 
ineffective fulfilment of some processes 
at the enterprise 

Concentric 
diversification 

Raw materials 
and 
opponent
oriented

Opponents –
Suppliers

The possibility of the produced goods price 
decrease, its quality improvement by means 
of highquality raw materials 

Horizontal 
diversification

General 
market
oriented 

Opponents –
Suppliers –
Clients

Control over goods final cost, the possibility 
of entry into new markets, wellorganized 
goods supply

Conglomerate 
diversification

Generally
oriented

Opponents –
Suppliers –
Clients 

The possibility of the enterprise production 
process optimization, production of
innovative goods, expansion of the
enterprise, its agencies, and so on

Additional expenses on the formation of 
the effective activities of the complex 
motivational mechanism 

Diagonal
integration 

Horizontal 
consumer
oriented

Opponents –
Employees –
Clients

Effective sales system, engagement of new 
consumers, additional possibilities of the 
market development

The necessity to divide consumers into 
particular groups so as not to lose some 
of them by satisfying their demands with 
the same methods and ways 

Efforts
intensification aimed 
at market develop
ment

Horizontal 
raw materials
oriented

Opponents –
Employees –
Suppliers

Improvement of goods quality, optimization 
of the production process and decrease in 
expenses on goods production, the 
possibility of price manoeuvring, additional 
production facilities, and others 

Disregard of certain consumers, focus on 
the quality and possible decrease in 
expenses on goods production can lead to 
the production of overpriced goods and/
or excessive parameters for some clients

Efforts
intensification aimed 
at goods develop
ment

purchase of raw materials, materials, and accessory parts. 
Thus, the enterprise should consider suppliers not only at the 
level of Logistics Department but also should consider this 
category as a zone of motivational system influence in case of 
the partnership with JV SpherosElectron Ltd. with focus on 
the price policy of appealing suppliers that will cause the de
crease in goods cost and increase in income level of JV Sphe
rosElectron Ltd.;

 steady attraction of the enterprise clients in the domestic 
market (JSC Cherkasy Bus, PJSC Boryspil Avtoplant, PJSC Au

tokraz, SE Bus Factory “Bohdan”, and others) and reluctance to 
increase their number or improve their quality. Due to the suffi
cient number of clients at the moment the authorities of the en
terprise disregard the improvement of their reputation and search 
for alternative sales markets for their products which is proved by 
low expenses on goods sales (0.25 % in 2017 and 0.09 % in 2018) 
and the low share of active and stimulation measures for the 
search for new clients and setting reputation among them. It can 
indicate the neglect of the effective system of relations with cli
ents and can lead to the loss of some sales markets in the future.
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According to JV SpherosElectron Ltd. performance pe
culiarities and the state of the external environment factors the 
best strategy for its further effective development would be the 
strategy of full vertical integration, which, based on the data of 
Table 1, offers the formation of the complex motivational 
mechanism activities on the basis of the relations between the 
following influence groups: suppliers, clients, and employees.

Possible activities for the successful realization of JV Sphe
rosElectron Ltd.’s complex motivational mechanism are giv
en in Table 2.

Possible results of JV SpherosElectron Ltd. performance 
after the implementation of the proposed complex motivation
al mechanism activities are calculated using the indicators that 
are affected the most by their realization (Table 3).

They can include 15 % growth of the net income from 
goods sales at the account of the sales market expansion (at the 
same time the sales expenses have also increased by 10 % due 
to the additional advertisement expenses), decrease in prices 
on raw materials and other materials by 8 %. While doing the 
calculations it was noted that goods cost would increase along 
with the increase in sales volume.

The necessity of JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s integration 
with the suppliers and their incorporation into the enterprise 
as a business unit has been considered. However, the first step 
toward this goal is the preparation for the appealing suppliers’ 
selection which includes the check on the appealing at first 
sight suppliers through the cooperation with them for a certain 
period. Consequently, at first, we considered the cooperation 

with some suppliers under the terms of raw materials prices 
decrease through the conclusion of the agreement on goods 
supply.

All the calculations are done based on the actual data of 
the enterprise performance studied in 2018.

On the basis of the Table 3 data, JV SpherosElectron 
Ltd.’s business activity and profitability were calculated with 
the possible realization of the proposed complex motivational 
mechanism activities and without (Table 4). The values of 
some indicators necessary for the calculation of JV Spheros
Electron Ltd.’s business activity and profitability coefficients 
are given in Table 5.

The Table 4 data show a positive effect of the proposed 
complex motivational mechanism activities on JV Spheros
Electron Ltd.’s profitability and business activity, which is 
proved by the increased indicators value: assets profitability by 
the income from the regular performance before tax imposi
tion by 74.84 %; own capital profitability by 75.63 %; business 
assets profitability on average by 85 %; floating funds turnover 
coefficient and own capital turnover coefficient by 15 %. 
These data show the intensity of its own funds turnover. Here
with, the period of the floating funds turnover is decreased 
considering the fact of its growth (in 2018 to 2017) up to this 
moment.

According to the Table 5 data, JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s 
net profit has increased from 6048 thousand UAH to 10602.98 
thousand UAH after the implementation of the complex mo
tivational mechanism activities.

Table 2
Actions for Realization of JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s Complex Motivational Mechanism

Constituent of 
the complex 
motivational 
mechanism

Current state of the 
 constituent at the enterprise 

before the implementation of 
the complex motivational 

mechanism activities

Key problems resolved by the 
proposed motivational

activities 

Actions for realization of the complex motivational
mechanism

Internal 
(labour 
resources and 
potential)

High wage level, good working 
environment, structured work, 
strong relations between 
employees, and professional 
selfimprovement are among 
used motivational factors 

No possibility to communicate with 
a wide range of people, credit for 
achievements is a rare phenomenon 
and only in the form of material 
stimulation, no aspiration after the 
employees’ achievements and 
creativity, monotonous work

Organization of periodic meetings for the employees 
to be able to communicate and strengthen company 
spirit, authorities’ moral credit for the employees’ 
achievements, the possibility to improve qualification 
level within the enterprise for the transfer between the 
workshops, satisfaction of the need for diversity and 
understanding of one’s own role in the company

External 
(suppliers)

The enterprise has a lot of 
suppliers whose terms it 
accepts and does not demand 
their change

The necessity to decrease goods 
cost by means of decrease in raw 
materials, materials, and accessory 
parts price which can be achieved 
through the optimization of the 
suppliers quantitative and 
qualitative characteristics

Optimization of the number of suppliers (selection of 
the most appealing ones by certain parameters) 
through the definition of their level of appeal and 
calculation of the optimum volume of accessory parts 
for the effective goods production at the enterprise, 
consideration of the possibilities of independent 
production of the necessary amount of accessory parts, 
their purchase from third party companies or their 
independent production and realization to third party 
companies, selection of one of the following variants of 
possible cooperation with appealing suppliers: to 
include them in the structure of the diversified 
enterprise in the form of a business unit or a  constituent 
of the existent business unit; to act as a consumer of 
goods of the corresponding (appealing) suppliers. At 
the same time, the enterprise must engage the suppliers 
for cooperation employing its own name and through 
the representation of such cooperation as a necessary 
and privileged one for them (for suppliers)

External 
(clients)

Sufficient quantity of clients in 
the Ukrainian and foreign 
markets, cooperation with 
them is carried out based on 
the make to order and on the 
basis of concluded contracts 

No studies on the needs of 
consumers and the possibilities of 
the sales market and client base 
expansion which increases the risk 
of losing the current consumers in 
the longterm perspective due to 
the disregard of the actions that can 
keep strong cooperation with them

Provision of discounts for regular clients, active 
advertisement and promotion of its own brand for the 
development of the client base, identification of the 
strategic area of management (SAM) by certain 
criteria for a stronger focus on the needs of each SAM, 
estimation of their potential and the necessity of 
further cooperation 
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By summing up the given value of the enterprise’s perfor
mance indicators, we can say that the implementation of the 
complex motivational mechanism activities would improve JV 
SpherosElectron Ltd.’s performance.

To set the level of the complex motivational mechanism 
activities conformity with the planned indicators of the enter
prise’s performance we used the proposed activities integrated 
efficiency index.

The internal constituent was assigned the coefficient of 0.5 
since this area is affected the most by the enterprise, and the 
external constituent for each element (suppliers and clients) 
was assigned the coefficient of -0.25.

All the indicators are proposed to be evaluated on a scale of 
1 to 10 according to their conformity with the standard and 
planned rate of the enterprise development.

The results of the calculation of the integrated efficiency 
index of JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s complex motivational 
mechanism activities realization are given in Table 6.

However, the obtained value of the integrated efficiency 
index of the complex motivational mechanism activities real
ization does not provide any information about the state of this 
mechanism but numeric value unless the corresponding inter
pretation of the results is given. Thus, the obtained value is 
assigned with the following characteristics: from 0 to 3 is a low 

Table 3
Results of JV SpherosElectron Ltd. Performance in Case of 
Realization of Proposed Complex Motivational Mechanism 

Activities

Indicator name, 
thousand, UAH

Actual 
value of 

2018

Value in case of CMM 
implementation (regarding 

the data of 2018)

Sales volume 51 087 58 750.05

Raw materials, materials, 
and accessory parts cost

19 823 20 972.734

Sold goods cost 36 111 37 994.083

Sales expenses 2255 2480.5

Table 4
JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s Profitability and Business Activity 

Indicators Value with and without Application of Complex 
Motivational Mechanism Activities

Indicator

Indicator 
value Deviations

2018 
actual

2018 
with 

CMM
abs. %

Profitability indicators

1. Capital (assets) profitability 
by net profit 

0.159 0.278 0.119 74.843

2. Own capital profitability 0.238 0.418 0.180 75.630

3. Business assets profitability 0.263 0.489 0.226 85.932

4. Sold goods profitability by 
sales income

0.293 0.353 0.060 20.478

5. Own capital payoff period 4.189 2.389 -1.800 -42.970

Business activity indicators

6. Assets turnover (turnover) 1.344 1.545 0.201 14.955

7. Floating funds turnover 
coefficient (turnover)

1.822 2.095 0.273 14.984

8. One turnover period of 
floating funds (days)

198 172 -26 -13.131

9. Own capital turnover 
coefficient

2.015 2.318 0.303 15.037

Table 5
Financial Results of JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s Performance 

Providing Implementation of Complex Motivational 
Mechanism Activities

Indicators

Indicator value providing the 
realization of the complex 
motivational mechanism 

activities, thousand, UAH

Net income from goods sales 58 750.05

Sold goods cost (37 994.083)

Gross profit 20 755.967

Other operating incomes 1327

Administrative expenses (6001)

Sales expenses (2480.5)

Other operating expenses (676)

Financial result of operating 
activity (income)

12 925.47

Other financial incomes 1

Other incomes 7

Other expenses (3)

Financial result before tax 
imposition (income)

12 930.46

Income tax expenses 2327.48

Net financial result (income) 10 602.98

Table 6
Estimation Results of JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s Complex Motivational Mechanism Activities Conformity with Planned 

Indicators Based on Integrated Index

CMM 
constituent Indicator

Rate Weighting 
factor

Integrated index

Act. Norm. Act. Norm

Internal Labour potential 7 10 0.2 1.4 2

Internal motivational system efficiency 8 10 0.3 2.4 3

External
Clients

Increase in current clients’ orders volume 7 10 0.12 0.84 1.2

Sales network expansion with the help of new clients (their quantity) 6 10 0.13 0.78 1.3

Suppliers The number of supply agreements concluded for 1 year at least 8 10 0.08 0.64 0.8

Decrease in prices for the purchased accessory parts, materials, and raw 
materials (in %)

9 10 0.17 1.53 1.7

Overall efficiency indicator 6.19 8
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level of the complex motivational mechanism activities con
formity with the planned value; from 3.1 to 5 is a medium 
level of conformity; from 5.1 to 7 is a high level of conformity; 
from 7.1 to 8 is a very high level of conformity of the proposed 
complex motivational mechanism activities with the planned 
indicators.

According to the values given in Table 6 and their interpre
tation, JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s complex motivational 
mechanism activities level of conformity with the planned in
dicators is high since the obtained value of 6.19 is within the 
scope of 5.1–7.

Also, the values of the integrated efficiency indicator given 
in Table 6 for each influence group affecting JV SpherosElec
tron Ltd.’s performance can be expressed graphically using the 
efficiency triangle (Figure), which demonstrates the change in 
the values of the formed complex motivational mechanism el
ements and helps to compare them with the standard data. 
The same efficiency triangle can be constructed using the cor
responding efficiency indicators of the motivational activities 
for different influence groups. The current state of JV Spheros
Electron Ltd.’s motivational system that does not take into ac
count the complex approach is expressed on the figure by a dot 
since the assessment is made only in respect of the internal 
constituent “employees” with the value of 3.24.

The assessment of JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s competi
tiveness is done using the method of effective competition. 
Based on this method the most competitive enterprises are 
ones that have the bestorganized work of all structural de
partments aimed at the efficient use of the resources. This way 
of the competitiveness assessment comprises the most impor
tant results of the enterprise performance, including the dupli
cation of certain indicators, and allows understanding quickly 
the position of the enterprise in the industry market.

The values of the indicators that characterize the effective
ness of some constituents (structural departments) of JV Sphe
rosElectron Ltd. are given in Table 8. Each indicator value 
given in this table is assessed in the following way: 5 points are 
given to the indicator that has the value lower than the standard 

one; the indicator with the value corresponding to the standard 
one has 10 points; the indicator with the value higher than the 
standard one has 15 points. The main year for comparison is 
2018. The calculation results are given in Table 7.

Taking into account that the indicators have a different 
level of importance for the calculation of the enterprise com
petitiveness coefficient (KCE), their weighting factors were 
found in the following way:

For the calculation of the enterprise competitiveness coef
ficient (KCE) the following formula has been used [18]

 KCE = 0.15 ⋅ PE + 0.29 ⋅ FE + 0.23 ⋅ OSE + 0.33 ⋅ KCG, (1)

where PE is the value based on the criterion of the enterprise 
production activity efficiency; FE is the value based on the cri
terion of the enterprise financial state; OSE is the value based 
on the criterion of goods sales organization efficiency; KCG is 
the value based on the criterion of goods competitiveness; 
0.15; 0.29; 0.23; 0.33 are weight coefficients.

The value of the enterprise production activity efficiency 
(PE) has been calculated using the following formula [18]

 PE = 0.31 ⋅ V + 0.19 ⋅ RV + 0.4 ⋅ PV + 0.1 ⋅ EV, (2)

where V is the item production expenses value in points; RV is 
the capitaloutput ratio value in points; PV is the goods profit

Fig. Triangle of Efficiency of Implementing JV Spheros-Elec-
tron Ltd.’s Complex Motivational Mechanism Activities

Table 7
Results of JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s Competitiveness Assessment with and without Application of Complex Motivational 

Mechanism Activities

Competitiveness criteria and indicators
Absolute value of indicators Value in points

2017 2018
actual

2018
with CMM

2018
actual

2018
with CMM

1. Enterprise production activity efficiency

Item production expenses, UAH 0.697 0.706 0.646 5 15

Capitaloutput ratio, thousand, UAH 5.721 2.359 2.713 5 5

Goods profitability, % 43.31 41.47 54.62 5 15

Labour efficiency, thousand, UAH/person 638.285 774.045 890.152 15 15

2. Enterprise financial state

Autonomy coefficient 0.651 0.667 0.667 10 10

Paying capacity coefficient 1.857 2.008 2.008 15 15

Absolute liquidity coefficient 0.102 0.471 0.471 15 15

Floating funds turnover coefficient 1.959 1.822 2.095 5 15

3. Goods sales and promotion efficiency

Sales profitability, % 30.243 29.31 35.329 5 15

Finished goods glut coefficient 0.16 0.18 0.2 10 10

Advertisement effectiveness and sales stimulation coefficient 0.031 0.086 0.060 15 15

4. Goods competitiveness

Goods quality 85 90 90 10 10

Goods price (exemplified by the heater DBW Thermo) 7.65 11.011 10.876 15 10
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ability value in points; EV is the labour efficiency value in 
points.

The value of the enterprise performance financial state 
(FE) was calculated using the following formula [18]

 FE = 0.29 ⋅ KQ + 0.2 ⋅ Kpcv + 0.36 ⋅ Kl + 0.15 ⋅ Kft, (3)

where Ka is the enterprise autonomy value in points; Kpcv – en
terprise paying capacity value in points; Kl – enterprise liquid
ity value in points; Kft – floating funds turnover value in points.

The assessment of goods sales and promotion efficiency 
(OSE) has been done using the following formula
 OSE = 0.38 ⋅ RE - 0.39 ⋅ KfE - 0.24 ⋅ Kase, (4)
where Rs is the sales profitability value in points; Kfg is the fin
ished goods glut value in points; Кase is the advertisement ef
fectiveness and sales stimulation value in points.

0.29 and 0.38 are the weight coefficients for the corre
sponding indicators.

Goods competitiveness criterion (КCG) was calculated us
ing the ratio between goods quality value and their consump
tion price.

Using the data given in Table 7 and the (2–4) we obtained 
the following values of JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s competi
tiveness constituents:

1. Production activity efficiency:
PE (2018 f.) = 0.31 ⋅ 5 + 0.19 ⋅ 5 + 0.40 ⋅ 5 + 0.10 ⋅ 15 = 6
PE (2018 with CMS) = 0.31 ⋅ 15 + 0.19 ⋅ 5 + 0.40 ⋅ 15 + 

+ 0.10 ⋅ 15 = 9.1.
2. Enterprise performance financial state indicator:
FE (2018 actual) = 0.29 ⋅ 10 + 0.20 ⋅ 15 + 0.36 ⋅ 15 + 0.15 ⋅ 5 = 

= 12.05
FE (2018 with CMS) = 0.29 ⋅ 10 + 0.20 ⋅ 15 + 0.36 ⋅ 15 + 

+ 0.15 ⋅ 15 =13.55.
3. Goods sales and promotion efficiency:
OSE (2018 actual) = 0.38 ⋅ 5 + 0.39 ⋅ 10 + 0.24 ⋅ 15 = 9.4
OSE (2018 with CMS) = 0.38 ⋅ 5 + 0.39 ⋅ 10 + 0.24 ⋅ 15 = 9.4.
4. Goods competitiveness:
KCG (2018 actual) = 90/11.011 = 8.17
KCG (2018 with CMS) = 90/10.876 = 8.27.
Herewith, the enterprise competitiveness coefficient is:
KCE (2018 actual) = 0.15 ⋅ 6 + 0.29 ⋅ 12.05 + 0.23 ⋅ 9.4 + 

+ 0.33 ⋅ 8.17 = 9.252
KCE (2018 with CMS) = 0.15 ⋅ 9.1 + 0.29 ⋅ 13.55 + 0.23 ⋅ 9.4 + 

+ 0.33 ⋅ 8.27 = 10.185.
The interpretation of the values obtained was made using 

the following scale: KCE < 10 indicates a low level of competi
tiveness; 10 < KCE < 20 indicates a medium level of competi
tiveness; KCE > 20 indicates a high level of competitiveness.

According to the results obtained, we can conclude that JV 
SpherosElectron Ltd.’s competitiveness does not reach the 
medium level without the implementation of the complex mo
tivational mechanism activities and equals 9.252. However, in 
case of the complex motivational mechanism activities imple
mentation, JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s competitiveness can, 
for the same period, increase by 10.08 % and, consequently, 
cross the medium level line.

Thus, it can be concluded that the implementation of the 
complex motivational mechanism activities into JV Spheros
Electron Ltd. is beneficial and leads to the growth of the finan
cial and business activity indicators and its competitiveness 
growth that   further provides the strengthening of the enter
prise positions in the market and development possibilities for 
new markets takeover when considering more efficient (more 
sound) motivational activities for the influence groups (clients, 
employees, and suppliers) under study.

conclusions.
The proposed complex motivational mechanism consists 

of the external and internal motivational systems (constitu
ents). Each motivational system is developed for certain influ
ence groups depending on the strategic way of the diversified 
enterprise development.

Depending on the combination of certain influence groups 
at a certain point of time, the types of the complex motiva
tional mechanism have been proposed and characterized and 
the conditions (general development strategies) where this or 
that type of the motivational mechanism should be selected 
have been proposed.

Having analysed JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s performance, 
the authors propose the activities of the general verticallyori
ented motivational mechanism based on the relations between 
the following influence groups (suppliers, clients, and employ
ees). Having studied the features and these groups’ level of in
fluence on the enterprise, they suggest the motivational activi
ties for each of them. These activities can stimulate the influ
ence groups to maintain the effective achievement of the set 
goals through the efficient realization of the selected develop
ment strategy.

The calculations of the efficiency of JV SpherosElectron 
Ltd.’s complex motivational mechanism activities prove their 
successfulness. The calculation of the efficiency of the pro
posed systems was made through the assessment of influence 
of the motivational activities on the enterprise’s financial ac
tivity state (based on the indicators of profitability and busi
ness activity), the integrated index based on the motivational 
mechanism constituents, and JV SpherosElectron Ltd.’s 
competitiveness using the method of effective competition. 
The value of the indicators improved in all cases when the 
complex motivational mechanism activities were applied.

The development and systematization of the conditions 
and preconditions of the implementation of the complex mo
tivational system of different types into the diversified enter
prise performance require further research.
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Успішне функціонування диверсифікованого під
приємства вимагає вдало сформованої команди праців
ників й оптимально підібраних господарських структур 
для співпраці та інтеграції з метою забезпечення збалан
сованого й результативного розвитку його бізнес оди
ниць, спрямованого на максимальне задоволення влас
них інтересів і досягнення загальної мети існування під
приємства. Встановлення й підтримання таких взаємо
відносин значною мірою залежить від ефективних моти
ваційних заходів як для працівників підприємства (вну
трішні), так і зовнішніх партнерів (зовнішні). При цьому, 
інтенсивність мотиваційних заходів для різних суб’єктів 
господарювання залежить від рівня їх можливого впливу 
на ефективність діяльності відповідної бізнесодиниці, 
ступеня налагодженості та оптимальності взаємозв’язків 
між бізнесодиницями, успішності стратегічного розви
тку всього диверсифікованого підприємства. Тобто, мо
тиваційні заходи для різних груп впливу будуть різними 
залежно від місії підприємства, спрямованості його дов
гострокових цілей, обраного стратегічного напрямку 
розвитку тощо.

Мета. Відповідно, метою статті є розроблення теоре
тико методичних і практичних рекомендацій щодо фор
мування комплексного мотиваційного механізму дивер
сифікованого підприємства шляхом обґрунтування й ви
бору мотиваційних систем для кожної з привабливих для 
нього у певний момент часу груп впливу (працівників, 
споживачів, конкурентів, постачальників).

Методика. Для досягнення мети, дослідження у робо
ті виконано з використанням методів узагальнення, аб
страгування, аналізу, синтезу, ситуаційного моделюван
ня. Розрахунки ефективності пропонованих заходів 
комплексного мотиваційного механізму здійснені за до
помогою методів факторного аналізу, теорії ефективної 
конкуренції та інтегрального методу.

Результати. У результаті проведених досліджень ви
значена структура комплексного мотиваційного механіз
му диверсифікованого підприємства, описані особли
вості зовнішньої та внутрішньої його складових і виділе
ні групи впливу по кожній складовій. Сформовані мож
ливі варіанти поєднання важливих для підприємства 
груп впливу та подані основні умови їх використання за
лежно від обраної загальної стратегії розвитку підприєм
ства.

Наукова новизна. Новизною роботи є теоретико
практичні рекомендації формування, упровадження й 
реалізації заходів комплексного мотиваційного механіз
му для диверсифікованого підприємства.

Практична значимість. Розроблені заходи комплек
сного мотиваційного механізму для СП ТзОВ «Сферос
Електрон». Розписані особливості формування й заходи 
реалізації систем мотивації для різних груп впливу дослі
джуваного підприємства. Розрахована ефективність про
понованих заходів, що підтверджують його результатив
ність, доцільність розробки й необхідність реалізації.

Ключові слова: групи впливу, диверсифіковане підпри-
ємство, комплексний мотиваційний механізм, тип моти-
ваційної системи
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Успешное функционирование диверсифицирован
ного предприятия требует удачно сформированной ко
манды работников и оптимально подобранных хозяй
ственных структур для сотрудничества и интеграции в 
целях обеспечения сбалансированного и результативно
го развития его бизнесединиц, направленного на мак
симальное удовлетворение собственных интересов и до
стижения общей цели существования предприятия. 
Установление и поддержание таких отношений в значи
тельной степени зависит от эффективных мотивацион
ных мероприятий как для работников предприятия (вну
тренние), так и внешних партнеров (внешние). При этом 
интенсивность мотивационных мероприятий для раз
личных субъектов хозяйствования зависит от уровня их 
возможного влияния на эффективность деятельности 
соответствующей бизнесединицы, степени налаженно
сти и оптимальности взаимосвязей между бизнеседини
цами, успешности стратегического развития всего ди
версифицированного предприятия. То есть, мотиваци
онные мероприятия для различных групп влияния будут 
разными в зависимости от миссии предприятия, направ
ленности его долгосрочных целей, выбранного стратеги
ческого направления развития и тому подобное.

Цель. Соответственно, целью статьи является разра
ботка теоретикометодических и практических рекомен
даций по формированию комплексного мотивационного 
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механизма диверсифицированного предприятия путем 
обоснования и выбора мотивационных систем для каж
дой из привлекательных для него в определенный мо
мент времени групп влияния (работников, потребите
лей, конкурентов, поставщиков).

Методика. Для достижения цели исследование в ра
боте выполнено с использованием методов обобщения, 
абстрагирования, анализа, синтеза, ситуационного мо
делирования. Расчеты эффективности предлагаемых ме
роприятий комплексного мотивационного механизма 
осуществлены с помощью методов факторного анализа, 
теории эффективной конкуренции и интегрального ме
тода.

Результаты. В результате проведенных исследова
ний определена структура комплексного мотивацион
ного механизма диверсифицированного предприятия, 
описаны особенности внешней и внутренней его со
ставляющих и выделены группы влияния по каждой со
ставляющей. Сформированы возможные варианты со
четания важных для предприятия групп влияния и 
представлены основные условия их использования в 

зависимости от выбранной общей стратегии развития 
предприятия.

Научная новизна. Новизной статьи являются теорети
копрактические рекомендации формирования, внедре
ния и реализации мероприятий комплексного мотива
ционного механизма для диверсифицированного пред
приятия.

Практическая значимость. Разработаны мероприятия 
комплексного мотивационного механизма для СП ООО 
«СферосЭлектрон». Расписаны особенности формиро
вания и меры реализации систем мотивации для различ
ных групп влияния исследуемого предприятия. Рассчи
тана эффективность предлагаемых мероприятий, кото
рые подтверждают его результативность, целесообраз
ность разработки и необходимость реализации.

Ключевые слова: группы влияния, диверсифицированное 
предприятие, комплексный мотивационный механизм, тип 
мотивационной системы
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